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Carry 1000 lb. of project information with you in the palm of your hand! Would you like to see your
superintendents, project managers, architects, engineers, or inspectors be mobile with all the drawings, specs,
intelligent models, and other project inform
information
ation at their fingertips? Are you searching for ways to reduce printing
costs and be more sustainable? In this class, you will learn strategies to do just that. We will cover the basics of
using Autodesk® Constructware®, and WebDAV servers to synchronize project information clouds (PIC) to
mobile devices using low-cost
cost Apple® iPad® apps. You will learn the basics of setting up a cloud-based
cloud
system,
enabling your project team to take project information with them to the field, where it matters most, even where
wh
there is no Internet coverage.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Define goals for YOUR project setup

•

Create a structure for project files

•

Evaluate and select a cloud storage solution

•

Evaluate and select iPad® app(s)

•

Sync files into the cloud and to your iPad

About the Speaker
Eric is a Senior Technology Specialist for Balfour Beatty Construction, out of Raleigh, NC. He's been in a BIM role
for about 2 yrs, and his day to day activities include supporting BIM for local projects, helping setup and establish
digital workflows, producing site logistics plans, and developing marketing materials. Prior to this role he worked
as a project engineer on a $500 million project in Charlotte, NC. While there his duties included a portion of the
document management...but
gement...but in those days it was done the old way, with hard copies.
ecleveland@balfourbeattyus.com
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Introduction
Over the last few years there has been an ever growing desire to have better access to construction
information in the field. With the widespread adoption of lower cost tablet computers (like the iPad®)
there is now a much easier way to accomplish this.
But you might still be asking, “Why change my system?” There are several good reasons. Money, time,
and risk are the 3 main factors that drive a lot of decisions in our industry, and it’s the same for digital
documents. Our DFW project (the focus of this class last year) estimated that they would have around
60,000 drawings with a cost of $30,000 to print a single full size set. That set would weigh almost
9,000 lbs which would’ve also led to additional cost to support the floor. But chances are you aren’t on
a 6 year $900 million job. Even on our smaller jobs we are typically seeing costs be cut by anywhere
from 70% to 90% by using digital instead of paper documents.
So what about the time? Two things are of utmost importance. First, start as early as possible (it’s hard
to play catch-up in the middle of a job). Second, it’s ONLY going to save you time if you don’t also
have to update a hard copy set. Because the time savings is so obvious to people that have done
document management we haven’t done many specific studies to find out exactly how much time is
saved. However, a job in Florida did have a “race” to make sure it would be worth it for them. They
received a 15 page revision and had 2 people start on the update at the same time. By the time the
person updating the hard copy set had done ONE page, the person updating digitally was finishing. If
you think about the time required to break apart the plans, get the paper ready, stamp VOID, etc it
becomes obvious how tedious the process can be. And this only increases if you have to maintain
multiple copies for different people (like a field set).
A good digital document system also helps reduce risk. If you count all of the people that typically have
a set of drawings (contract or shop) it quickly becomes clear that if those sets aren’t up to date the
project faces the risk of being built off of old documents. However, in the digital system there is ONE
set of documents that is maintained by the general contractor. Everyone can always have access to
the most up to date information which reduces the risk of building something with old information.
But it’s more complicated than just looking at some pdfs on your phone or tablet. You need to know
that you are looking at the most current documents (with all RFIs and sketches incorporated). They
MUST be easier to use than hard copies (or there is little incentive for people to change). It’s also
important for a lot of jobs to be able to view the files without any type of Internet connection. Oh, and
this has to work for what are traditionally our most technologically adverse usersHsuperintendents.
There are many different ways that you can setup a good digital document system, so we are going to
start with an overview to help you define your main goals. These will help us choose specific tools and
process later. Once the main goal is defined we are going to give you some tips on how to evaluate
and choose good options for cloud storage and mobile apps. Then we will give you specific settings for
some of the options that we use. We will also go over some tips and tricks so that your end users can
get the most out of your setup. Finally, we’ll talk honestly about projects that are adopting and
implementing a process well and others that are having some issues and why we think those might be
occurring.
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Defining your Goals
As previously mentioned in order to have a successful document management system you need to
have clearly defined goals. Below are some questions that should help lead you to a solution that’s
right for your project.
1. What files will be accessible to others? Drawings, Specs, RFIs, Submittals, Schedule, Scopes, other
2. Who should have access to the files? GC, Subcontractors, Designers, Owners, Inspectors, other
a. Who should be able to edit the files? Project Engineers, Project Managers, other
3. Where should people be able access the files? In their office, plan room, tablet, kiosk
a. Will a RELIABLE Internet connection ALWAYS be available for mobile devices? No is OK!
b. How big is your project and drawing set?
c. How will users get to the information they need? Traditional folder structure, custom interface
4. How much money are you willing to spend? Software, plan room, kiosk, tablet, etc.
a. How much will you save? Printing, shipping, server, etc.
5. Is your local staff capable of maintaining a system if that’s required?

Project Setup – Generic
Generic Workflow Examples
Digital Plan Room
Kiosk (SmartBox)

Mobil
e

Mobile Devices

Secure Cloud
Based Server

Documents Managed at
Project Server level
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Folder Structure
One of the most important steps to successfully setting up a digital document process is creating your
folder structure. You can easily do this once you figure out what files you want to have available,
who will access them, and how/where they will be accessed. We often call our “parent” folder
something like “Job Name Construction Documents”. If possible, you want all of (and only) the files that
will be available on a tablet to sit under one main “parent” folder. This is important because:
• This is how you will manage who will be able to edit or view the files
• You need it to sync to Desktop, Local Server, Cloud Server, and tablets.
o The tablet is at MOST ½ of the systemH the majority still happens at a user’s desk
• It’s the basis for the relative hyperlinks within your documents (do NOT do these before
correctly naming your files)
• It simplifies the system for the non-technical users
Here are samples of 2 common folder structures we use (no two jobs are exactly the same).

File Naming
The next step is to figure out your file naming conventions. Do you want your drawings to be just the
sheet number or the number and description? The longer the name, and the more spaces, special
characters, etc. that you have gives a bigger chance for a problem later. However, having the
description can help end users a lot, especially if it’s someone that may not be intimately familiar with
the project documents like an inspector or an owner. Don’t forget you NEED a naming convention for
all of the files that will go into your construction documents folder (not just drawings).
•

Drawings should be one file per sheet (A001 or A001 Drawing Index)

•

RFIs should be one file per RFI including ALL attachments (RFI - 0001)

•

Specs are often one file per section or by volume. If you think they will be updated fairly often or
if you plan to link it will be easier if you break them up. (Spec 033000 Cast-In-Place Concrete)

*Note: After your files are named and in the correct folder you can start hyperlinking. Be aware that if
you change folder or file names the hyperlinks to that file or folder will break. This is why it’s so
important to put some thought into these items at the beginning of your setup.
*Tip – See Renaming files in Excel (pg 14)
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Permissions
Setup and publicize a list of permissions for folders that you will post. At a minimum, your internal team
should know who has what permissions. This transparency will help people to know what they can do
with the documents, and who to contact if they need something else done.

Folders
10 Drawings (Posted)*
20 Specs (Posted)*
30 RFIs (Composite)*
40 Submittals (Final-Approved)*
50 Documents (As-Issued)**
60 Schedule**
70 Contract Scopes**
*Required folder
** Optional folder (not required)

BBC Team
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R = Read Only

Permissions
BBC-PE/DC
Sub-PM
R/W/D
R
R/W/D
R
R/W/D
R
R/W/D
R
R/W/D
R
R/W/D
R
R/W/D
R
W = Write (edit)

Sub-Field Design/Owner
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
D = Delete

What happens to your documents throughout the life-cycle of a project?
Initial Issuance
Your goal is to make the documents as user friendly as possible. A few of the major things that help:
adding forward/back buttons for each sheet, linking the cover page to the desired sheets, and linking
the sheets back to the cover page, linking each discipline’s cover pages to the others.
More and more people are creating visual interfaces so people don’t have to interact with the folder
structure to view files. Some examples might include a single hyperlinked page that shows different
disciplines or areas of the building that a user can click/tap on.
*Tip: Try to work with the designers before they issue drawings. The main thing to ask for is files that
are text searchable (vector file instead of raster). This is pretty easy for files created directly from Revit.
RFIs
Markup documents in a very similar manner to the traditional paper process, and hyperlink the notes to
the actual RFI. Also add links from the RFI to the affected sheets.
Changes
When the designers issue full page drawings you can slip the new sheet into the old file. We typically
do this in a way that removes the old page from the file so field users only see the most recent page.
However, we do have a job that has decided to keep the old versions in the file and place a “void”
stamp over the page so that it functions more like a history set. Either way, all of your markups and
hyperlinks will be on the new sheet if you use Bluebeam’s “replace pages” function. Old markups
should simply be deleted as they are captured with revisions.
*Tip: You actually may not need to rename drawings after your initial issuance because of how the
process works to replace the pages.
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What “tools” do you use
In order to be able to access your project information from multiple locations it’s helpful to store your
files online (in the “cloud”). Our setup does NOT require an Internet connection at all times, but you will
need it to sync the files. You will also need to pick an app for your mobile devices that will allow you to
access those files. Below are two basic charts to help you start deciding which solutions will be best for
your company/project.
Cloud Storage
There are a multitude of options for online storage. Below is a list of a few of them that we have
evaluated, and the criteria that we consider important when making a final decision. Price was
intentionally left off of this list because it will vary so much depending on how you plan to purchase and
deploy any given solution. Note that the ratings given below are specifically based on what we need
from a system for digital documents so some scores may be different than what you’d expect (like
DropBox’s 2-way sync)
Constructware

Box.com

Egnyte

DropBox

Internal Ease of Use

4

9

9

7

External Ease of Use

2

8

7

7

Security Settings

10

6

10

1

2-way Sync from
Desktop

6 (req 3rd party)

5 (6 w/ 3rd party)

Yes

5 (6 w/ 3rd party)

Initial Setup (10 =
easiest)

8

5

6

6

Maintenance

7

7

9

8

Best

All project info
already here

Ease of use

“Local Cloud”,
and individual
domains by
project

Ease of Use,
Well known

Worst

Lacks built-in
sync, and
requires log-in to
access files

Not designed to
sync to a
server, and
need admin
assist for setup

Cost and setup
requires
guidance.
Versioning
needs
improvement

Not designed for
what we do, lack
of security
options
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Is there an App for that?
Yes. There are several pdf readers out there, but so far we have seen these two as the best options.
GoodReader

PDF Expert

$4.99

Price

$9.99

Generic Webdav

Yes

Yes

Folder Sync

1-way or 2-way
(one-button)

2-way Only
(Automatic)

Sync Options

Several

NONE

Download Time

15 min (6 min*)

7-8 min

Interface

7

8

Fill informs

No

Yes

Tools

7

8

Snapshot
Hyperlinks work

No

Yes

File types (at
least viewable)

PDF, MS office,
html, other

PDF

Best

Price, mult file
types, syncing

Interface,
“feel”

Worst

Looks
complicated

Auto sync
lacks
choices

* Indicates that the files were uploaded by drag and drop. Goodsync will also help this process.
*Note: Apps, and syncing software seem to update pretty often. Do NOT download the newest
versions in live (project) environments. Make sure they are tested thoroughly before updating.
We have seen relative hyperlinks just stop working on iPads, and bigger problems with desktop
syncing.

How to get the files on your tablet
The following instructions will help you setup a synchronized connection between a cloud server and an
iPad. We will use Autodesk ® Constructware® as the cloud server in this example. Constructware is
an Autodesk product which is designed specifically for AEC project team collaboration. It has a lot of
features and is easy to connect to GoodReader. It also has its own app to access files, but it requires
an Internet connection, and lacks the features included with other apps.
7
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For this example, I will assume that you have Constructware and I will not go into a lot of detail on its
feature set. One thing to note is that you must have a username and password setup to make the
connection to GoodReader. This is a normal part of Constructware, so if you are a user you will
already have these details.
Part 1: Adding Files to Constructware
To add files to Constructware you have the following three options:
1. Web Interface – The most common way for people to get files into the File Director is to
“manually” upload them through the traditional CW web interface (add picture). You can upload
either a single file or multiple files this way.
2. 3rd Party WebDav – We use a program called GoodSync®. You can either setup a job to push
files into CW, or you can use the GoodSync Explorer to drag and drop files into the File Director
after the connection is established.
3. Mapped Drive - Constructware will allow you to map File Director as a drive on your computer (if
you are using Windows 7). I recommend NOT using this option due to errors we have seen on
both sides.
I have added some files to Constructware and would like to setup my iPad to sync with these files.
Part 2: Setting up a Synchronized Folder on GoodReader
1. Purchase GoodReader from the App Store
2. Open GoodReader and Tap “Connect to Servers”
3. Tap “Add”
4. Tap “WebDAV Server”
5. Enter the following connection details:
Enter the “Readable Title” (this can be anything, it’s a title for your connection)
Enter the “URL-address” (this is https://webdav.constructware.com/<Company>)
Enter “User” (this is your Constructware username)
Enter “Password” (this is your Constructware password)
Leave “Domain” blank (this is used mostly if you are connecting to Sharepoint)
Leave “WindowsH encoding” off
Leave “Use cookies” on
6. Tap “Add”
6
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7. Tap on your new connection (tap in the middle not on the arrow, the arrow will lead you to a
screen that will allow you to modify the options you just setup)
8. Use the blue arrows to navigate to the folder you would like to sync and tap on that folder (it will
highlight in green)
9. Tap “Sync” (at the bottom center of the window)
10. Read information pop up about synchronized folders and Tap “Proceed”
11. Navigate to the destination in GoodReader where you would like to store the files
12. Tap “Download here & Synchronize”

8

7

10
9

Part 3a: Setting up a One Way Sync (recommended)
This will allow files to be downloaded to the iPad, but the iPad will not be able to upload files back to the
server.
After step 12 the “Sync Parameters” window should have opened for you to
select settings specific to this synced folder.
1. Leave “Server Type”, “Server Name”, “Remote File/Folder Path”,
and “Local file/folder path” as they are. (This is a summary of the
connection information that we just setup)
2. Toggle “‘Download only’ Sync” to “ON” (This tells GoodReader to
download from the cloud server but not to upload files. If you have
a team of people all accessing a single set of files you will not want
an accidental change to occur in that set of files because it will be
distributed to the entire team. We also prevent this by setting
certain users to “read only” via permissions settings in
Constructware.)
3. Leave “Delete Local Files” “ON” (When “on”, a file that is deleted
from Constructware will also be deleted from the iPad)

2

3
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4. Change “Policy on sync conflict” - “Action” to “Remote files
have priority”
5. Tap “Sync” (the files should begin downloading
automatically)

5
4

Part 3b: Setting up a Two Way Sync (not recommended)
This will allow files to be downloaded to the iPad and back up to the server from the iPad.
1. Follow steps 1-12 above to add a sync (you can have as many as you want) in GoodReader
2. When you arrive to the “Sync Parameters” Leave “‘Download Only’ sync” set to “OFF” (this will
allow files to be uploaded back into its corresponding folder in Constructware.)
3. Leave “Delete local files” “ON” (this means if a file is deleted off of Constructware it will also be
deleted from GoodReader).
4. Toggle “Delete remote files” to “ON” (this means that if you delete a file on your iPad it will
delete out of Constructware)
5. Change “Sync Conflicts” to “Remote Files Have Priority” (This means that GoodReader will go
by the file on the Constructware server if both files are modified in between syncs)
6. Tap “Sync” (the sync should begin)
Part 4: Syncing (Updating)
You can have as many synched files as you want and each one will host all the contents of its
corresponding folder sitting on Constructware. After setup, synching
is extremely easy.
1. Tap “Sync” button on the Web Downloads Panel (any sheets
added or modified in the folders you are syncing will
download the corresponding files on the iPad)
All of the updated information in these folders will be available offline once the sync finishes.
Part 5: WiFi-transfer (Alternate File Transfer option) Setup
Instead of setting up the sync with the steps above one of our jobs is using the WiFi-transfer option to
reduce the download time. In my testing of GoodReader it seems to reduce the download time by
about 50%.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make sure you’re connected to a WiFi network
In GoodReader tap the WiFi symbol at the bottom of the screen
Start a new Job in GoodSync
Type a Job Name, select Backup, hit OK
For the Left Side browse to the local folder location
For the Right Side select WebDav and enter the IPaddress (include the port number after the colon)
and click “Go”.
7. Select My Documents, and then hit the “New Folder”
button
8. Select the new folder and hit OK
9. Hit Analyze and then Sync

2

4

4

4
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Use for #6
5

6

8
8
7

9

Part 6: WiFi-transfer Updating
After you have your files on your ipad in GoodReader you can also use this button to update your files,
or you can setup a webdav sync to the folder you just transferred. Below I will discuss how to update
through the WiFi-transfer method.
1. Tap the WiFi button in GoodReader
2. Open Goodsync (or start the job if Goodsync is already open)
*Note: Depending on your network setup your iPad’s IP address may change from time to time. If this
happens simply change the right side of Goodsync to reflect the new IP address and start your job.
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Additional Tips and Thoughts
On successful projects I see
• An onsite person to “champion” the process and the use of the system
• Superintendents and PE’s especially LOVE this approach
• A plan room setup with TV and computer. We typically recommend at least 42”, but 55” seems
to be preferred in most situations
• We have several jobs with contract requirements to maintain a paper setHafter seeing and
using the digital system we have not had anyone enforce that requirement (that I’m aware of)
• A digital process does not negate the need to follow good practices that have been traditionally
used for paper documentation, but rather should be used to maximize technology to make the
practices more efficient and sustainable
• People talk regularly with people across the company about what works and what doesn’t
Jobs that are struggling
• Are still trying to maintain the paper system for at least one set
• Don’t have a proper plan room setup (poor TV placement)
• Got started late and are trying to play catch-up (sometimes this is unavoidable)
• Lack a true champion to push the skeptics
GoodReader Tips
1. Tap with three fingers to show the interface
2. The search command is an effective and fast way to find files, but if you have multiple files with
the same name it will be impossible to distinguish which is which
3. Be careful about syncing across a 4G connection. We can sometimes pull down a 1 gb+ in a
single sync, this can add up quick. Wifi is your best option here.
4. Stay up to date with the PIC by syncing every night. This will keep the size of the syncs down,
and your drawing set will be more accurate.
5. Don’t rely on GoodReader’s “download only” sync preference to keep users from accidentally
uploading content to the cloud server. Rather, control what users can and cannot do through
user permissions on the cloud server (Constructware). If you are using Constructware you can
set permissions to download only on folders that you want to protect. We are very strict about
this because everything put onto the cloud server is distributed to the team. Only very specific
individuals are capable of making changes in the folders where we hold our record set.
6. Become familiar with the markup tools in GoodReader because they can be very handy when
visiting the field and wanting to make notes about what you see (e.g. for an RFI).
7. When doing a markup save the file as an “annotated copy” (if you don’t want to modify the
original). GoodReader gives you this option as soon as you start marking up the .PDF
How to send Annotated Documents
In GoodReader our recommended setup doesn’t allow users to upload back into the Construction
Documents folder. But you will most likely have some users that want to take notes on the drawings
and use that for other things (like an RFI for example). You can easily get these files out of
GoodReader Manually.
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•
•
•

Navigate to the file or folder that you want to upload
Select the Manage Files panel
Select the folder or file, and you will have options to upload, email, or open in another program
o Often we will just upload it to a personal folder on the same server we synced from

360° Panoramic Pictures
Since hyperlinks are so popular two of our jobs are now using them to link to pictures. But these aren’t
your typical pictures. They are using apps to capture 360° panoramic photos. These links do typically
require an Internet connection though. Pixeet and 360° Panorama are the two main apps that our
teams use. Examples of both will be shown in the presentation.

Getting away from Paper sizes
One of the biggest advantages to using digital documents that is still relatively unexplored is the fact
that we are no longer tied to the size of paper and plotters. Our DFW job is taking advantage of this
through a pretty unique workflow. I’m not going to get into the specific details in here, but they have
developed a process to allow 10 separate sheets of 1 floor to be combined into one. An example will
be shown during the presentation.
Explanation of Hyperlink Types
Absolute – Host file must have access to the FULL path. For the example below you would need
access to the C drive on my computer.

Relative – Host file will work backwards from its location to find the target file. Most programs will
automatically create the correct relative path with very little input needed. The below is just for
reference to help you understand how the syntax works.
to a file in the same folder (Volume 1 in this case)
to a file that is one folder up (In the “Drawings Posted” folder)
to a file that is in a different folder at the same level as the host file
(e.g. the host file is in Volume 2, and you are targeting a file in Volume 1)
to a file that is two folders up (in the “Construction Documents” folder)
target file is “up” two folders, and in another folder
named “50_Directives (As-Issued)” (another example is a host drawing that is targeting an RFI)
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Renaming Files in Excel
ALWAYS use extreme caution in the command prompt
1. Open the command prompt
a. In the Start menu click Run
b. Type cmd and hit enter
2. Switch to the desired directory (for this example it’s on a network drive)
a. Type “s:” and hit enter
b. Copy the folder location from windows explorer
(do not include the drive letter)
c. Type “cd\” and then right click - paste (keyboard
shortcuts do NOT work) and hit enter
3. Get a list of the current files in that folder
a. Type “dir/b” and hit enter
b. Right click anywhere in the command prompt
and Select All
c. Hit Enter to copy the selection (this is the only
way to copy from the command prompt)
4. Edit in Excel
a. Paste the copied data into an excel spreadsheet
at A1
b. Delete all rows that don’t
contain file names you wish
to edit
c. Use Excel Text Formulas to
edit the file names, or paste
them from another source
(like a drawing log), or simply
type them how you would
like them to be displayed in Column B.
d. In Cell C1 enter the formula =CONCATENATE("ren ","""",A1,""""," ","""",B1,"""")
i. This formula works on the “ren” (rename) function of the command prompt with a
format of (oldname_newname). If you have any spaces in your file name make
sure that each name is surrounded by quotation marks (the reason for “””” in the
formula above)
ii. Headers shown in the example are for clarity only and not necessarily needed
e. Copy this formula down for all of your rows
5. Rename the files
a. Copy all of your cells in Column C that contain a
value
b. Go back to the command prompt, right click-paste
i. Pasting the values of column C will start
the process automatically
c. Check in windows explorer to make sure that your
files now have the desired names.
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